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Time-domain Brillouin scattering assisted by diffraction gratings
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Absorption of ultrashort laser pulses in a metallic grating deposited on a transparent sample launches coherent
compression/dilatation acoustic pulses in directions of different orders of acoustic diffraction. Their propagation
is detected by the delayed laser pulses, which are also diffracted by the metallic grating, through the measure-
ment of the transient intensity change of the first order diffracted light. The obtained data contain multiple
frequency components which are interpreted by considering all possible angles for the Brillouin scattering of
light achieved through the multiplexing of the propagation directions of light and coherent sound by the metallic
grating. The emitted acoustic field can be equivalently presented as a superposition of the plane inhomogeneous
acoustic waves, which constitute an acoustic diffraction grating for the probe light. Thus, the obtained results
can also be interpreted as a consequence of probe light diffraction by both metallic and acoustic gratings. The
realized scheme of time-domain Brillouin scattering with metallic grating operating in reflection mode provides
access to acoustic frequencies from the minimal to the maximal possible in a single experimental configura-
tion for the directions of probe light incidence and scattered light detection. This is achieved by monitoring of
the backward and forward Brillouin scattering processes in parallel. Applications include measurements of the
acoustic dispersion, simultaneous determination of sound velocity and optical refractive index, and evaluation
of the samples with a single direction of possible optical access.
Key words: picosecond laser ultrasonics, time-resolved Brillouin scattering, inhomogeneous plane acoustic
wave, acousto-optics
PACS numbers: 43.35.Sx, 78.20.hc, 78.35.+c, 81.70.Cv, 43.38.Zp
I. INTRODUCTION
Picosecond acoustic interferometry (PAI) is a powerful
opto-acousto-optic technique for nondestructive and non-
contact testing of transparent materials at the nanoscale.1–13
First, using an ultrashort pump laser pulse, a propagating pi-
cosecond coherent acoustic pulse (CAP) is launched into the
material. Second, partial scattering of a continuously delayed
in time ultrashort probe laser pulse by the launched CAP
is used to monitor the propagation of this nanometers scale
acoustic perturbation through the material. Weak light pulses
scattered by the CAP interfere at the photodetector with the
probe light pulses of significantly higher amplitude reflected
from various interfaces of the sample, such as the interfaces
of the tested material with air and with the optoacoustic trans-
ducer, for example. The signal of transient optical reflectivity
is proportional, in leading order, to the product of the am-
plitudes of these two scattered light fields. Thus, a hetero-
dyning of a weak field against a strong one is achieved. The
detected signal of time-resolved optical reflectivity in this so-
called pump-probe scheme contains a sinusoidal oscillating
component whose physical origin is the Brillouin scattering
(BS) of the probe light by the CAP. The frequency of this os-
cillation depends on the angle between the propagation direc-
tions of the probe light and the coherent acoustic waves. It is
precisely equal to the shift in the frequency of the scattered
light that would be caused by the thermal phonons propagat-
ing in the same direction as the CAP and could be resolved
using optical spectrometers in classic frequency-domain BS
(FDBS) experiments.14–17 That is why the PAI is also often
called time-domain Brillouin scattering (TDBS).
An important limitation of TDBS in comparison with
FDBS is that a significantly narrower part of the acoustic
spectra is accessible by TDBS. In FDBS, by varying the
angle between the directions in which probe light is inci-
dent and in which scattered light is detected, the direction
of the thermal phonons for testing can be selected.1,2,4 Be-
cause thermal phonons are available in all directions, this ap-
proach is very flexible providing the opportunity to signifi-
cantly vary the angle between the directions of the probe light
and the phonon wave vectors. Thermal phonons of high-
est frequency are accessible in the so-called back-scattering
configuration,4 when the probe light is scattered by the
counter-propagating or co-propagating phonons (annihilation
or creation of phonons, respectively). Thermal phonons of
lowest frequency are detectable in the forward scattering con-
figuration/geometry when the probe light and the phonons are
propagating along nearly orthogonal directions, as in the so-
called platelet configuration/geometry.17 In TDBS the situa-
tion is very different. In common TDBS experiments the lat-
eral dimensions of the optoacoustic generators are controlled
by the size of the laser pump focus and typically significantly
exceed the spatial lengths of the CAP emitted by them in the
materials. Thus, the diffraction length of the emitted CAP
in typical experiments significantly exceeds its attenuation
length, while the direction of the CAP is quasi-perpendicular
to the sample surface illuminated by the pump laser pulse,
and fixed. Then the only possibility to vary the frequency
of the tested phonon is to change the direction of the probe
light propagation relative to the fixed direction of CAP prop-
agation. However, most of the TDBS applications are for
the diagnostics of either thin coatings/multilayers deposited
2on the bulk samples or thin plates/membranes with an op-
tical access to the launched CAP only through the surfaces
normal to CAP propagation direction. The maximum angle
of the probe light transmitted through the air/material surface
relative to the direction of CAP propagation is theoretically
θmax
i
= arcsin(1/n), where n is the refractive index of the ma-
terial at the probe wavelength λ, when in air the light is skim-
ming along the surface. Thus for n >
√
2, the angle is smaller
than 45◦. In the resulting backscattering-type configuration
the frequency of the phonon tested by the TDBS is18–20
fB = 2vn
√
1 − sin2(θi)
/
λ = 2vn
√
1 − sin2(θ)/n2
/
λ, (1)
where v is the longitudinal sound velocity of the material and
θ is the angle of incidence in air. Thus for n >
√
2, even the
lowest frequency theoretically accessible by TDBS, fmin
B
, is
close to the maximum one, fmin
B
> fmax
B
/
√
2 ≃ 0.71 fmax
B
. For
more convenient but still large angle of incidence, θ = 60◦,
the estimate is fmin
B
>
√
2/3 fmax
B
≃ 0.82 fmax
B
. Thus, the tun-
ability of the Brillouin frequency expressed in Eq. (1) is lim-
ited by refraction at the air/sample interface. This indicates
the limitations in application of the TDBS for revealing and
identifying the frequency dispersion of the material properties
such as, for example, sound velocity and attenuation. An-
other limitation of the typical TDBS scheme is that, in accor-
dance with Eq. (1), when fixing the external angle of probe
incidence and measuring the Brillouin frequency (BF), fB, we
get information on the combination of two material param-
eters (v and n). Then to determine them independently the
TDBS measurements should be conducted at least at two dif-
ferent angles θ,19–21 while in FDBS there exists an experimen-
tal forward scattering configuration, which is called platelet
configuration,17 providing the opportunity to measure sound
velocity by a single measurement without determining the op-
tical refractive index.
To get access in the TDBS experiments to larger angles of
BS, including those of forward-type scattering, and, as a con-
sequence, to broaden the spectrum of the detectable/accessible
phonons and to measure the sound velocity within a single
mutual orientations of the optical excitation and detection, we
propose to use gratings consisting of periodically arranged
pump light absorbing parallel bars. The bars could be metal-
lic, for example, as in our experiments (Fig. 1). When the
grating with a period p is applied for the generation of the
CAPs instead of a metallic thin film, typically used for this
purpose, the coherent acoustic waves will be emitted not only
normally to the plane of the gratings but also in all directions
corresponding to the possible diffraction of the acoustic wave
by this grating, thus, multiplexing the propagation directions
of CAPs in the sample. Additionally the grating can diffract
both transmitted and reflected probe light, thus, multiplexing
the propagation directions of the probe laser pulses inside the
sample. Both these factors should potentially lead to an in-
crease of the maximum angles between the propagation direc-
tions of the coherent sound and of the probe light, and give
access for TDBS to forward-type photon scattering processes.
Moreover, application of the grating should provide an oppor-
tunity to monitor simultaneously the same acoustic mode, for
example longitudinal, at different frequencies.
II. EARLIER EXPERIMENTS WITH METALLIC
GRATING DIFFRACTING PROBE LIGHT IN
TRANSMISSION MODE
After realizing these theoretical predictions experimentally
in the schema presented in Fig. 1, we have found that a part
of them could have been confirmed just through the dedi-
cated analysis of the experimental results published much ear-
lier in Ref. 18. In this publication the pump-probe optical
schema was for the first time successfully applied to reveal
the elastic motions of the metallic grating deposited on the
samples surface (gold rods on fused silica, the same combi-
nation of materials as in our experiments). The principle dif-
ference in comparison with our optical experiments is in con-
ducting pumping and probing of the samples from the grating
side of the sample. The experimental setup was similar to
Fig. 1 but the sample was placed upside down: both pump
and probe light comes from the front side (with grating) of
the sample. The title of this publication, “Study of vibrational
modes of gold nanostructures by picosecond ultrasonics”, and
its abstract, both emphasize the successful identification of
the low-lying frequencies in the transient reflectivity spectrum
with the normal modes of the nanorods coupled to the sub-
strate. Because of this fact and the years passed we forgot that
in Ref. 18 three additional high-lying frequencies (modes I–
III in Fig. 10 of Ref. 18) had been detected and reproduced
by the solutions of the theoretically formulated problem, al-
though the origin of not all of them had been understood even
qualitatively. The origin of mode I was identified with the
backscattering-type process described in Eq. (1) without any
influence of the grating on it. The origin of the mode II was
related with the influence of the grating on the probe light
field only, i.e., without accounting for the difference in the di-
rectivity patterns of the CAPs emitted by the metallic grating
and a metallic thin film. Finally the origin of mode III was
not understood. Based on our proposal that grating directs
both the probe light and the generated acoustic waves in dif-
ferent orders of the diffraction, the interpretation of the phys-
ical origin of the modes II and III is straightforward. If in the
coordinate system presented in Fig. 1 the wave vector of the
probe photon incident from air on the sample is given by ki =
(kx, 0, kz) = (kx, 0,
√
k2 − k2x), where k = |k|, then in trans-
mission from air into the sample the probe field is diffracted
by the grating in multiple directions defined by the wave vec-
tors ki = (kx + miq, 0,
√
k2
i
− (kx + miq)2). Here q = 2pi/p is
the grating wave number, ki = nk is the wave number of the
probe photon in the sample, while mi = 0,±1,±2, . . . indi-
cates the order of the diffraction peak. The probe light field
backscattered by the phonons should have the propagation di-
rections described by ks = (kx +msq, 0,−
√
k2s − (kx + msq)2),
ms = 0,±1,±2, . . . . Only the light propagating along these di-
rections, when transmitted from the sample into the air, could
be diffracted by the grating in the detection direction, given
in Ref. 18 by k = (kx, 0,−
√
k2 − k2x). Note that the indexes i
3and s are introduced for the photon incident on the phonon and
scattered by the phonon, respectively. These photons are prop-
agative in the limited number of the diffraction orders defined
by ki,s > |kx +mi,sq| and evanescent in the rest. The wave vec-
tor of the acoustic phonon participating in the BS is given by
the law of the momentum conservation,14–17 kB = ±(ks − ki)
where the plus sign corresponds to absorption of the acous-
tic phonon (anti-Stokes) and the minus sign to its emission
(Stokes). Then modulus of the wave vector of the coherent
acoustic phonon which has participated in the BS is
kB =
2pi fB
v
=
{
[(ms − mi)q]2
+
[
ds
√
k2
i
− (kx + msq)2 − di
√
k2
i
− (kx + miq)2
]2}1/2
,
(2)
Here the difference in the frequencies of the incident and scat-
tered photons is neglected, ks = ki, as usually, while the pa-
rameters ds,i = ±1 are introduced by us to account for the va-
riety of possible directions of incident and scattered light, in
the general case. In the experiments in Ref. 18, di = −ds = 1
corresponds to monitoring of the backscattered light only, be-
cause the forward scattered light does not return to the detec-
tion region. The proposed Eq. (2) provides the frequency of
the mode I as in Eq. (1) when ms = mi = 0. The proposed
Eq. 2 reproduces Eq. (14) from Ref. 18 when ms = mi = m
and, thus, reveals the physical sense of the parameter m in
Ref. 18. The derived condition also confirms the suggestion
in Ref. 18 that in the mode II the light is scattered by the
plane acoustic front propagating in the direction normal to
the surface. In fact, the projection of the phonon wave vector
along the surface (along the x axis) is proportional to the dif-
ference between the projections of the photons wave vectors,
(ms −mi)q, and, thus, for the revealed ms = mi = m it is equal
to zero. The phonon scattering light in mode II propagates
normally to the surface. Moreover the experimentally ob-
served mode II corresponds to |m| = 1, sign(m) = − sign(kx).
So the origin of the mode II is the scattering by the CAP of
the light directed by the metallic grating in such diffraction
order whose direction is the closest to the CAP propagation
direction. Finally, Eq. (2) attributes the origin of the mode
III to the following two degenerate in frequency processes.
In the first one the metallic grating directs the incident light
like in mode II, i.e. in the diffraction order closest to the
surface normal, but then the coherent acoustic wave scatters
light in such direction towards the front surface of the sam-
ple, from which it can be detected without additional diffrac-
tion (|mi| = 1, sign(mi) = − sign(kx),ms = 0). In the second
one the acoustic wave backscatters non-diffracted (zeroth or-
der) probe light in the diffraction order of light closest to the
surface normal, from which it is returned to the detection di-
rection by the optical grating in transmission from the sample
into the air (mi = 0, |ms| = 1, sign(ms) = − sign(kx)). In both
these processes the acoustic waves are not just reflecting the
incident light like the mirrors but are modifying the direction
of the scattered light relative to one predicted by the Snell’s
law. One can say that the acoustics waves are diffracting the
incident light and are functioning as diffracting gratings with
the wave number q. It is natural in the following to use for the
acoustic field, generated in the sample by pump laser pulses
incident on the metallic grating, the term acoustic grating be-
cause it is periodic along the x axis. Note, that this terminol-
ogy was used already for example for the description of the
acoustic waves generated by laser induced gratings, i.e., by
the intensity interference patterns that can be created by two
light beams incident on the sample surface at angles θ and
−θ.22–25 It was demonstrated that the acoustic field emitted by
the laser gratings can be decomposed into the so-called plane
inhomogeneous acoustic modes,22–25 i.e., the acoustic waves
with plane phase fronts parallel to the laser-intensity grating
but modulated in amplitude with the pattern of the laser inten-
sity grating. Thus these modes can be naturally called acoustic
gratings. In the experiments in Ref. 18 and in our experiments
presented below in Section III (Fig. 1) acoustic gratings are
generated by the metallic gratings. Their ability not just to
reflect/transmit but to diffract the incident light is due to their
amplitude periodic modulation. Using the suggested termi-
nology all the high-lying frequencymodes detected in Ref. 18
can be explained by processes involving only two diffractions
of probe light by the gratings, i.e., either two diffractions by
metallic grating (mode II) or one diffraction by the metallic
grating plus one diffraction by the acoustic grating (mode III).
Although in these experiments only the backscattering-type
processes were observed and only those involving first diffrac-
tion orders, they are in favor of our proposal formulated in
the Introduction that in the experiments with gratings multi-
ple frequencies corresponding to BS processes with different
angles between sound and light propagation directions can be
detected simultaneously.
III. EXPERIMENTS WITH METALLIC GRATING
DIFFRACTING PROBE LIGHT IN REFLECTION MODE
In our TDBS experiments conducted from the opposite side
of the sample (Fig. 1) than in Ref. 18, we have additionally de-
tected the BFs corresponding to forward scattering processes,
to the processes involving three diffractions of probe light
(two by metallic grating and one by acoustic grating) and also
to the processes involving light from the higher diffraction or-
ders than the first order. The gold gratings are made by the
electron beam lithography and lift off technique on a fused
silica substrate of thickness 1 mm. Insert in Fig. 1 shows a
schematic structure of the sample. Two samples with different
nominal grating periods, p = 587.0 nm and 479.2 nm, are pre-
pared. We refer the former sample as 45deg, whereas the lat-
ter as 60deg, because they are prepared to have the first order
diffraction peaks near these directions for the reflected probe
light incident normally at the grating. The designed width of
each rod is half the period, but the actual width is somewhat
larger. The thickness of the gold rods is about 50 nm. A 2 nm
thick Cr layer is formed between the SiO2 substrate and the
Au film to improve the adhesion.
4x
z
pump
light
probe
light
back side
front side sample
to
photo-
detetor
p
· · ·
acoustic grating
FIG. 1: The optical setup for the measurement. Both pump and probe
beams are incident from the backside (without grating) of the sam-
ple. Signal is detected on the first order diffraction emitted from
the backside of the sample. Insert: Schematic diagram of the pe-
riodic gold stripes formed on a fused silica substrate. The nominal
period p is 587.0 nm or 479.2 nm, corresponding to first order optical
diffraction of the probe light in air at around 45 and 60 degrees, re-
spectively. The grating spacing is significantly exagerated: in reality
several gold strips are accommodated within the laser spot so that the
light is well diffracted.
A standard laser picosecond setup is used. A mode-locked
Ti:sapphire laser with a regenerative amplifier is used as the
light source. The pulse width is ∼100 fs and the repetition
frequency is 260 kHz. The fundamental light pulses with the
central wavelength 800 nm are focused to the grating structure
from the back side (the side without grating) of the sample
(Fig. 1). The pulse energy is 80 nJ/pulse and the diameter of
the focused region is 100 µm, covering nearly completely the
rectangular grating area, which lateral dimensions are similar
(100 µm by 100 µm). The absorption of pump laser pulses
in the metallic grating generates acoustics waves propagat-
ing in the sample along different orders of acoustic diffrac-
tion, as it is described in the Introduction. Alternatively the
launched acoustic field could be viewed as inhomogeneous
plane waves or acoustic grating propagating normally to the
sample surface.22–25 The acoustic grating, propagating normal
to the metallic grating is the result of the interference of the
acoustic waves propagating along positive and negative orders
of the acoustic diffraction.
The frequency doubled light pulses with the central wave-
length 400 nm are focused to the grating structure from the
back side with the normal incidence. The pulse energy is
4 nJ/pulse and the diameter of the focused region is 10 µm.
The probe light scattered by the complete structure in the first
order of diffraction is fed in the photo detector to reveal the
modulation of the light intensity caused by the acoustic waves.
(Fig. 1). The polarization of the incident probe light is chosen
as in parallel with the grating period (x axis, E ‖ x) or in par-
allel with the gold bars (y axis, E ‖ y). Figure 2 shows the raw
data of the transient variation of the intensity of the diffracted
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FIG. 2: The transient variation of the intensity of the first order
diffracted light as a function of the delay time between the pump and
probe light pulse arrival to the sample. (a) for 45deg sample, and (b)
for 60 deg sample. The polarization of the incident probe light is also
noted in the figure.
light for 45deg and 60deg samples with two probe polariza-
tions E ‖ x and E ‖ y. The delay time is the time between the
pump and probe light pulse arrival to the sample.
Each transient curve consists of two contributions: a slow
oscillating componentswith a period around 200 ps, and a fast
oscillating components with a period around 20 ps and resem-
bles the curves presented in Fig. 2 of Ref. 18. This indicates
a possible splitting of the photo-induced motion of the sam-
ple into low-lying frequency modes and high-lying frequency
modes as in Ref. 18. To get further understanding, the ob-
tained temporal signal is Fourier transformed with respect to
the delay time. Figure 3 shows the norm of Fourier amplitude
as a function of frequency.
In the low-lying part of the spectrum below 8 GHz, where
the amplitudes in Fig. 3 are intentionally attenuated, we de-
tect, similar to Ref. 18, up to three different modes. Following
Ref. 18 we attribute them to the oscillations of the gold rods
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FIG. 3: The norm of Fourier amplitude of the data shown in Fig.
2. (a) for E ‖ x, and (b) for E ‖ y. The + symbols denote the
theoretically calculated frequencies of possible Brillouin scattering
configurations. For convenience of presentation the amplitudes in
the low-lying part of the spectra (< 8 GHz) are 5 times diminished.
on the sample surface. Although these oscillations are beyond
of our interest here, it was straightforward to associate the
strongest of the low-lying modes (at 3.8 GHz and 5.0 GHz in
the 45deg and 60deg samples, respectively) with the L (longi-
tudinal) mode defined in Ref. 18. This was achieved using the
results of numerical calculations of the resonance frequency
of the rods with different widths and thicknesses presented in
Fig. 8 of Ref. 18 and accounting for the fact that frequency of
the strongest mode in our experiments scales approximately
inverse proportional to its width.
High-lying parts of the observed spectra in our experiments
are always containing larger number of frequency peaks in
comparison with Ref. 18. For example in 45deg sample in
case of E ‖ y probe polarization the number of the frequen-
cies that can be identified is twelve (see Fig. 3 (b) and Table I),
i.e., four times larger than that in Ref. 18. All the experimen-
tally observed modes in the high-lying part of the spectrum
can be attributed to particular BS processes theoretically con-
tributing to Eq. (2), when accounting for the differences be-
tween our experimental configuration and samples and those
in Ref. 18. The first and the most important advantage of the
optical probing the sample from the back side (Fig. 1) con-
sists in the additional opportunity to monitor forward-type BS
processes by the TDBS. This opportunity is related to the fact
that in our experiments the metallic grating acts on the probe
light in the reflection mode while in the optical schema of
Ref. 18, i.e., when the sample in Fig. 1 is placed upside down
and probed from the front side, it acts on the probe light in
the transmission mode only. This can be qualitatively under-
stood considering four types of the probe light scattering se-
quences which are contributing to the reflection of light by
the sample in the direction of the detector. Accounting for
the fact that the scattering of light by the acoustic grating is
much weaker than by the metallic one, only the sequences
with a single scattering by the acoustic grating should be con-
sidered. The first and the simplest sequence is the diffraction
of the probe light normally incident on the acoustic grating
in reflection/backscattering mode towards the detector. This
process corresponds to ki = 0, ds = −di = −1, mi = 0,
ms = 1 in Eq. (2). We remind here that the parameters mi,s
numerate the diffraction orders, while di,s fix the direction of
the probe light propagation along the z axis. The detection
direction is ds = −1, ms = 1 in our experiments. The sec-
ond sequence including backscattering of light by the acous-
tic grating includes: a) the transmission of the probe light
through the acoustic grating without diffraction, b) reflection
or diffraction of light by metallic grating in the different or-
ders of the diffraction, c) reflection/backscattering of light by
the acoustic grating in the different orders of the diffraction
(the process with ki = 0, ds = −di = 1 and arbitrary mi,s
in Eq. (2)), d) reflection or diffraction of the light by the
metallic grating in the direction of its detection. Two other
sequences include forward scattering of light by the acoustic
grating (sign(ds) = sign(di)). The third sequence consists in:
a) forward scattering of the probe light normally incident on
the acoustic grating in the different orders of the diffraction
(the process with ki = 0, ds = di = 1, mi = 0 and arbitrary ms
in Eq. (2)) and b) reflection or diffraction of the light by the
metallic grating in the direction of its detection. The fourth se-
quence includes: a) the transmission of the probe light through
the acoustic grating without scattering, b) reflection or diffrac-
tion of light by metallic grating in the different orders of the
diffraction and c) forward scattering/transmission of the light
by the acoustic grating in the direction of the first order of the
diffraction (the process with ki = 0, ds = di = −1, arbitrary
mi and ms = 1 in Eq. (2)). It is worth noting here that in our
1 mm thick samples in order to be detected the light scattered
from region of the acousto-optic interaction towards the back
surface should propagate in the direction of the detection. In
fact, because of the large thickness of the sample in compar-
ison with the lateral dimension of the metallic and acoustic
gratings, the light scattered in the other diffraction orders af-
ter the reflection from the back surface does not incident on
the metallic and acoustic gratings and, thus, it cannot be later
redirected by them to the detector.
6We have found that for the identification of all BFs detected
in all four conducted experiments it is sufficient to account
only for the propagating incident and scattered light fields in
the processes defined by Eq. (2), although only the light di-
rected to the detector should be obligatory propagating (be-
cause of the large distance between the region of its diffrac-
tions/scatterings and the back surface of the sample). Al-
though in the second of the above described sequences both
incident and scattered light fields could be potentially evanes-
cent, while in the third and the forth sequences the evanescent
could be the scattered and the incident light, respectively, it
was sufficient for us to account (in addition to the zeroth order
of the diffraction) only for the first and the second orders of
the diffracted light in the 45deg sample and for the first order
of the diffracted light in the 60deg sample. With the refractive
index of the fused silica in our sample n = 1.47 the light in
all other diffraction orders is evanescent (ki,s < |kx + mi,sq|).
Thus it was possible to explain all the observed BFs only by
the BS processes with the momentum conservation diagrams
presented in Fig. 4. In this Figure and later on the state of the
incident photon (left column) is identified by (mi, di), while
the state of the scattered photon (upper row) by (ms, ds). Blue,
green and red arrows are presenting the wave vectors of the in-
cident photon, scattered photon and the phonon, respectively.
The wave vector diagrams for the Brillouin scattering
processes, corresponding to the four probe light transmis-
sion/reflection sequences described above, are presented in
the upper left, lower right, upper-right and lower-left parts of
Fig. 4, respectively. They are separated by continuous black
lines. Equation (2) (for kx = 0) provided opportunity to cal-
culate the frequencies of all scattering processes depictured
in Fig. 4. The calculated BFs are presented in Table I to-
gether with the experimentally registered. For completeness
we listed in the left column in Table I all the cases of degen-
eracy, i.e., when different scattering configurations in space
actually correspond to the same angle between the propaga-
tion directions of the incident photon and the phonon. The
notation “NA” in Table I marks the processes involving the
photons from the second diffraction order in the 60deg sam-
ple, which are evanescent. It was not required to account for
these processes to explain the totality of our experimental ob-
servations.
The theoretical estimates for Table I were done with the
following parameters of fused silica n = 1.47 and v = 5968
m/s.26 The calculated values are also marked with + symbol
in Fig. 3. The correspondence between the theoretically pre-
dicted and the measured Brillouin frequencies is remarkable.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have already noted above that the larger number of Bril-
louin frequencies accessible in our experiments in comparison
with those in Ref. 18 is due to the ability to monitor forward
scattering processes in the configuration presented in Fig. 1.
Another reason is in the larger number of the diffraction orders
with propagating probe light in our 45deg sample. We have
checked that in Ref. 18 in the samples with 400 nm and 600
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FIG. 4: The possible Brillouin scattering configurations for the nor-
mal incident probe light with the wave vector (0, 0, ki) and the detec-
tion at the probe light along the first diffraction order with the wave
vector (q, 0,−((ki)2 − q2)1/2), both in the substrate. The wave vec-
tors of photons before the scattering, ki, are shown in blue arrows.
The wave vectors of the photons after the scattering, ks, are shown in
green arrows. The wave vectors of the phonons, kB, are shown in red
arrows. The x and z axes are shown at the bottom. In the left column
the state of the photon incident on the acoustic grating is identified
by the diffraction order mi and the direction of its propagation along
the z axis, di = ±1, in the form (mi, di). In the upper row the state
of the photon scattered by the acoustic grating is identified by the
diffraction order ms and the direction of its propagation along the z
axis, ds = ±1, in the form (ms, ds). The distance between the dash-
dot vertical lines is equal to the wave number of the gratings, q. The
black lines separate the forward scattering processes (in the lower left
and the upper right corners) from the backward scattering processes.
The vertical and horizontal continuous lines indicate the distinction
of forward and backward scattering processes: The upper-left and
lower-right processes involve the backward scattering, whereas the
upper-right and lower-left processes involve the forward scattering.
nm periodicity of the metallic grating only the photons in the
zeroth and the first diffraction orders could be propagative. In
our 45deg sample the photons are propagative additionally in
the second diffraction order importantly increasing the num-
ber of the efficient BS configurations as it could be appreci-
ated from the lower part of the Table I, where the theoretical
interpretation of the detected BFs necessities the participation
in the BS the photons from the second diffraction order. The
fact, the photons in the second diffraction order are propagat-
ing in 45deg sample and are evanescent in the 60deg samples
also explains our experimental observations that larger num-
ber of the BFs were detected in the first of this samples (see
Fig. 3 and Table I).
It was expected that the propagation of the probe light in
the higher diffraction orders would require the participation
7TABLE I: Calculated (calc.) and experimental (exp.) frequencies
of phonons involved in each Brillouin scattering configuration (con-
fig.). The value in the parentheses indicates the corresponding peak
is substantially broadened. The dash symbol indicates that the cor-
responding peak is not observed (exp.). The lines with empty values
indicate that the mentioned configuration is degenerated to the one
with values below. NA means the corresponding scattering mode in-
volves evanescent photons. Thick horizontal line in the middle sep-
arates the upper part, where there the data can be explained by the
scattering processes involving probe light of the zeroth and the first
orders of diffraction, from the lower part, where all the processes
involve additionally the photons from the second diffraction order.
Frequency unit: GHz.
config. 45deg 60deg
calc. exp. exp. calc. exp. exp.
(E ‖ y) (E ‖ x) (E ‖ y) (E ‖ x)
(0,−1) → (1,−1)
(0, 1) → (±1, 1) 10.35 10.6 10.6 12.90 13.1 12.9
(−1,−1) → (1,−1) 20.10 20.6 – 24.62 25.0 –
(±1,−1) → (±1, 1) 38.44 39.4 39.8 35.72 36.9 36.8
(0, 1) → (1,−1)
(0,−1) → (±1, 1)
(±1,−1)→ (0, 1) 42.13 42.5 43.0 41.42 41.9 41.9
(±2,−1) → (∓2, 1)
(±1,−1) → (∓1, 1)
(0,−1) → (0, 1) 43.38 43.3 43.1 43.38 43.4 43.4
(2,−1) → (1,−1) 14.95 15.0 – NA NA NA
(0, 1) → (±2, 1) 24.24 23.7 – NA NA NA
(±2,−1) → (±1, 1)
(±1,−1) → (±2, 1) 29.16 30.0 – NA NA NA
(−2,−1) → (1,−1) 32.12 32.5 – NA NA NA
(0,−1) → (±2, 1)
(±2,−1)→ (0, 1) 35.98 (36.5 ) (37.4) NA NA NA
(±2,−1) → (±2, 1) 16.30 – – NA NA NA
(±1,−1) → (∓2, 1)
(±2,−1) → (∓1, 1) 40.72 – – NA NA NA
in the BS processes of the phonons launched in the higher or-
ders of diffraction, i.e., higher orders of light diffraction by the
acoustic grating, in comparison with the earlier experiments.
This is confirmed by our experimental results presented in Ta-
ble I and explained by the diagrams in Fig. 4. Only in one of
the processes, (−1,−1) → (1,−1), involving the first diffrac-
tion orders of light (dominating in the upper part of the Table
I above the thick horizontal line in its center) the participa-
tion of the phonon of the second diffraction order, i.e., with
the projection of the phonon wave vector on the x axis equal
to |ms − mi|q = 2q, is required, for explaining the particular
experimentally detected frequency. Note, that two other pro-
cesses in the upper part of the Table I, (±1,−1) → (∓1, 1)
and (±2,−1) → (∓2, 1), due to phonons emitted by the op-
toacoustic generator in the second and the fourth diffraction
orders, respectively, are possible. However, these processes
are degenerate in BF with the process (0,−1)→ (0, 1), taking
place without diffraction but just through the reflection of light
by the plane compression/dilatation acoustic wave. The latter
process takes place without diffracted acoustic waves and is
dominating over two other processes contributing to the same
BF. Consequently, accounting for the processes (±1,−1) →
(∓1, 1) and (±2,−1)→ (∓2, 1) is not necessary for the expla-
nation of our experimental observations. They are presented
in Table I only for the sake of completeness. Thus, the exper-
imental BFs from the upper part of Table I can be explained
by the processes involving photons of the zeroth and the first
diffraction orders only. At the same time the participation of
the phonons from the second and even from the third diffrac-
tion orders (see for example (−2,−1) → (1,−1)) is largely
required in the processes with the photons from the second
diffraction order in the lower part of Table I.
To explain all the available experimental data, we do need
to account for the phonon which is neither propagating nor
decaying along the z axis. The experimental frequencies of
20.6 GHz and 25.0 GHz, observed only in the experiment with
E ‖ y polarization of probe light in 45deg and 60 deg sam-
ples, respectively, can be currently associated only with the
scattering of light by longitudinal phonons skimming along
the sample surface. The corresponding scattering process is
(−1,−1)→ (1,−1).
The observation of the BFs only when using probe light po-
larized along the metallic rods, i.e., E ‖ y, is rather common
to our experiments (see Fig. 3 and Table I). We attribute these
observations to higher reflection/diffraction of E ‖ y polarized
light in comparison with the light polarized along the direc-
tion of grating periodicity, i.e., E ‖ x, both by metallic and
acoustic gratings. On the one hand, this hypothesis is consis-
tent with the known applications of metal gratings as birefrin-
gent light polarizers.27,28 On the other hand, the scattering of
E ‖ x polarized light may have lower efficiency than that of
E ‖ y when the propagation direction of the scattered light is
nearly perpendicular to the direction of the polarization which
is induced by the incident light and the acoustic waves.25,29
Our experimental results confirm that the application of the
diffraction grating in the TDBS experiments provides oppor-
tunity to overcome some limitations of the TDBS technique
discussed in the Introduction. First the proposed experimental
scheme provides opportunity to detect simultaneously mul-
tiple Brillouin frequencies from the highest possible BF in
the backscattering configuration, fmax
B
= 43.38 GHz, to the
lowest possible BF in the forward scattering configuration,
fmin
B
= 10.6 GHz (see the first and the last line in the up-
per part of Table I). This significantly broadens the frequency
band of the TDBS from fmin
B
≈ 0.7 fmax
B
(see Introduction) to
fmin
B
≈ 0.25 fmax
B
. The highest BF detected in our experiments
does not depend on the grating, while the lowest detected fre-
quency is controlled by the grating period as it can be appre-
ciated from the diagrams in Fig. 4 of the several degenerate
processes providing access to this frequency. It could be addi-
tionally diminished by the increasing the period p of the grat-
ing. The comparison of the lowest BFs detected in our two
samples (first line in Table I) supports this expectation. Thus
the frequency range accessed by TDBS could be additionally
broadened by the dedicated preparation of the grating.
Our experiments demonstrate that the TDBS measurement
in a single experimental configuration with diffraction grat-
ing, i.e., without any modification of the directions for opti-
cal pumping and probing of the sample, is sufficient to ex-
tract refractive index, n, and sound velocity, v, of the mate-
8rial. For this purpose any two of the experimentally detected
frequencies, which in Eq. (2) depend both on n and v, could
be used. It is also possible to determine the refractive in-
dex and sound speed by fitting simultaneously larger num-
ber the measured frequencies in order to increase statistically
the reliability in their determination, if required.20 Moreover
the detection of the BF corresponding to the forward scat-
tering process of light by the skimming longitudinal wave,
(−1,−1) → (1,−1), provides opportunity to determine sound
velocity without knowledge of the refractive index. In this
process kB = 2pi fB/v = 2q (see Fig. 4) and the determination
of the sound velocity requires just the knowledge of the grat-
ing period, v = p fB/2. If our experiments were accomplished
differently, with probe light incident on the sample at angle
θ to the sample normal and the scattered light detected in the
direction of mirror-type reflection, i.e., as in Ref. 18 but from
the backside of the sample, the processes of forward scatter-
ing of probe light by the skimming longitudinal wave would
be still accessible by the TDBS. For example, if the angle θ
is chosen such that kx = k sin θ = −mq/2, then the acoustic
grating composed of acoustic waves skimming along the sur-
face could scatter the probe light incident on it from the back
surface of the sample forward in the “symmetrically” prop-
agating light with kx = mq/2 by transmitting it in the m-th
diffraction order of the grating. Later in the reflection from
the metallic grating this probe light could be directed to the
detector. Thus the momentum conservation law for scattering
of the probe light by the phonons skimming along the sur-
face reads kB = |m|q = 2|kx|. The first of these equalities can
be used to evaluate the sound velocity from the measured BF
without knowledge of the optical refractive index. However,
there is still a drastic difference in this approach to evaluate
sound velocity by TDBS with how it could be accomplished
in FDBS. In FDBS for any angle 2θ between the direction
of probe incidence and probe detection the thermal phonon
with the wave vector necessary for the BS exists. For exam-
ple, in the platelet geometry of the FDBS, which has the same
momentum conservation diagram as the geometry providing
access to skimming phonons by the TDBS and also provides
opportunity to measure sound velocity without knowledge of
the optical refraction angle, the thermal phonons with the re-
quired kB exist for any 2θ. In the TDBS the coherent skim-
ming phonons can be generated only with wave vectors, which
are multiples of the metallic grating wave number, q. Thus, to
access these phonons the angle of incident should be chosen
to satisfy the equality sin θ = mq/(2k). In both of our samples
such measurements could be potentially accomplished only at
two different angles of light incidence.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that in our experiments the
number of the detected forward scattering processes is smaller
than the backward scattering ones (see Fig. 4). This is related
to the fact that our scheme allows all possible forward scat-
tering processes to be accessed in the second sequence of the
probe light scattering from those described earlier. In this se-
quence in the acousto-optic interaction both the light incident
on the acoustic grating and the scattered probe light can be
of the arbitrary diffractions orders, while in the third and the
fourth scattering sequences for the detection of the forward
scattering processes only one of these light fields could be of
an arbitrary diffraction order. This asymmetry in the TDBS
scheme could be potentially corrected in the thinner exper-
imental samples with two diffraction gratings deposited on
the opposite sides when multiple reflections of the probe light
between the surfaces of the sample are becoming important
while the second grating (deposited on the back surface of the
sample in Fig. 1) could, in particular, transmit in the detection
direction in air the probe light incident on it from the sample
side along an arbitrary order of diffraction. With the diffrac-
tion gratings on both sides of the sample all BS processes pos-
sible in the sample, both for forward and backward scattering,
could potentially involve incident and scattered light in arbi-
trary diffraction orders.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed picosecond ultrasonic interferome-
try (time-domain Brillouin scattering (TDBS)) measurements
in transparent samples with metallic gratings. The pump
light pulse absorbed in the metallic grating structure gen-
erates acoustic gratings (inhomogeneous plane compres-
sion/dilatation acoustic waves) in the substrate. The propa-
gation of the acoustic waves is monitored by delayed probe
light pulses. By detecting the modulation of the probe light
intensity in the first order diffracted beam, we observed in the
time domain Brillouin oscillations with rich frequency spec-
tra. The obtained results are explained by a theoretical model
which takes into account all possible configurations of probe
light scattering/diffraction by these acoustic gratings, includ-
ing those where the light itself is diffracted by the metallic
grating either before its scattering by the phonons or after this
scattering, or both. The agreement between the experimental
positions of the Brillouin frequencies and the calculated ones
is excellent.
The theory revealed two reasons for the increased number
of the BS processes that could be monitored in the scheme
of TDBS proposed by us in comparison with the earlier re-
ported experiments with metal gratings.18 Our scheme pro-
vided for the first time access by TDBS to the forward scatter-
ing processes of light by the coherent sound, while one of our
gratings provided propagating probe light in higher diffrac-
tions orders than in Ref. 18. Access to forward scattering pro-
cesses importantly broadens the range of frequencies accessi-
ble by the TDBS. This fact in combination with the opportu-
nities to monitor multiple different BS processes/frequencies
simultaneously would be advantageous in studying disper-
sion of sound velocity and sound attenuation in the materi-
als. It is worth noting here that the applications of usual
TDBS schemes for studying acoustic wave attenuation are
documented for a variety of the media.30–40 The opportunity to
monitor in a single measurement the acoustic phonons prop-
agating in different directions could be attractive for reveal-
ing the elastic/inelastic anisotropy of the materials, includ-
ing one that could be caused by non-isotropic loading or by
the residual stress. For the studies of the anisotropy it is
also extremely advantageous that gratings, as demonstrated
9by our experiments, can simultaneously launch phonons, de-
tectable by TDBS, in the complete diapason of the angles,
i.e., from 0 degrees to 90 degrees relative to their surface.
Advantageous in certain practical applications with limited
optical access to the samples12,34,41 would be provided by
the opportunity to monitor by the TDBS with grating multi-
ple BS processes/frequencies even with incident and the de-
tected/scattered light propagating collinearly (for example in
the case of the probe light incident normally on the grating
and the detection of either reflected or transmitted light in the
directions also normal to the grating surfaces).
Finally some of the functionalities of the proposed scheme
could be achieved by replacing the metal gratings by laser-
induced gratings that could be generated by the interference
pattern of two light beams propagating at an angle. Such grat-
ings can launch acoustic gratings in the sample22–24 and also
to diffract probe light,25 although much less efficiently than
the metallic ones. The advantage of laser gratings is in the
perspective of the non-contact and non-invasive diagnostics
of the samples by TDBS. The drawback is in more technically
elaborated optical scheme.
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